CONNECTION,
COMMUNICATION,
CONSIDERATION AND
CHARACTER ARE KEY
IN PERSUASION
How well a travel advisor, or the sales representative of an
establishment, can connect with the client/guest and how well they
can communicate the qualities, values, personality and character of the
establishment, are some of the most important criteria in persuasion.

the most relevant suppliers in your network to facilitate it, with
confidence in your own and that of your suppliers’ abilities. Because
luxury means something different to everyone, each with their
own passions, values and dreams, you would have to individualise,
personalise, and adapt a travel concept to each client - and create an
experience that addresses the deeper lying desires of that individual.

The secure feeling they had when every activity and excursion was
delivered without hassle or concern.
All of which reminded them, with nostalgia, of another time in the
past when they experienced the same, that time when they were
transported to another world, which left them feeling more alive,
attractive and inspired upon their return.

When you speak to a client, you ask about, and consider the reason
they want to travel: business or leisure? If it is for business, you may
already know how to match them with options that would support
their purpose best for business travel. If it is for leisure, consider their
passions: for one person it could be a cycling tour through Brazil
visiting the country’s most prominent restaurants, while for another
it’s climbing Mount Everest, and another a ski holiday in the Alps,
and for another it’s jetting from island to island.

When you speak to a client, you ask about, and consider how you
can provide that hope to experience something extraordinary:
what must happen during their journey that will give them that
sense of optimism, that their investment in this trip will be totally
worth it.

When you speak to a client, you ask about, and consider their
values: Many want to save time with an option that makes the
process easy and efficient. Others want things to be bigger, better,
cooler, more wow. Others want to be shown the safest choice,
supported by reliable and trusted information. Some want privacy
and seclusion with a loved one, some want the highest quality
service. Others want the very best experience for their time and
money spent. For some, it’s doing what they want, when they want,
and how they want, but they can't tell you right now what that
would be.

T

he ability to influence - to touch the hearts and minds of
people to take action - is perhaps the single greatest skill
to have in building alliances and implement new strategies
that inspire teams, attract investors, trigger excitement,
build client bases, and strike new deals.

PERSUASION HAS FOUR ELEMENTS
There are many ways to persuade, and you may already know all of
them. But in communications, persuasion is about four elements:
1. T
 he communicator - which can be a person, thing or place - that
communicates verbally (words and sounds) or silently (body
language, aesthetics, features, atmosphere, mood),
2. T
 he message - which can be weak (biassed opinions and
inexperience) or strong (persuasive data and statistics delivered
within context, by an expert, relevant to all parties),
3. H
 ow the message is being communicated - either verbally,
through video, text or photo - informed by the sources’ expertise
(knowledge about the subject, credentials, character, experience,
how the solution is framed) or by a nonexpert source (no
experience, no knowledge, limited viewpoints and no alliance that
support it),
4. T
 he audience - the receiver of this information, the client, the
guest who decides if this information applies to them, if it’s
sufficient to address their passions, values and needs at that very
moment in time.
In theory, this persuasion framework works well - if you’ve carefully
listened to what the client wanted, and have matched the client’s
passions, values and dreams with the most ideal solutions, meaning

A GUEST FEELS THEY HAVE LIVED AN
EXPERIENCE ONLY AT THAT MOMENT
WHEN THEY HAVE BEEN TOUCHED
BY EMOTIONS AT ANY STAGE OF THE
JOURNEY.
You ask about, and consider what they expect and want to take
home from their experience: How it must make them feel, the
emotional connections they want to make with themselves or
others.
A guest feels they have lived an experience only at that moment
when they have been touched by emotions at any stage of the
journey. The journey begins before the purchase (dream), becomes
a reality during the facilitation (happening), and continues after the
experience (memories).
After the journey, when asked about their experience, some may
marvel in the people, and will tell how the staff made them feel
like a king or queen with unsurpassed service delivery, how warm
the welcome was, how genuine the care and interest in the things
that worked seamlessly together. The feelings of appreciation and
acknowledgement shown when each requirement was delivered
even long before asking for it.
The beautiful design of the place, the establishment, that brought
so much admiration and joy, the quality of material and design,
the decor that adorned the rooms, the ambiance, the comfort, the
pleasure it portrayed, and the access to exclusive, valuable items and
gifts that subtly communicated and fulfilled their deepest desires.
The programming, the on-site benefits provided, and special offers
and treatments received. The relaxations and revivals of the spa - or
the engagements, energy and thrills of an adventurous cliff jump.

You ask about, and consider what life transforming moment
would be the most significant during their journey. That thing you
can promise will happen with certainty, and which will provide
them with a sense of personal accomplishment - which is, that the
decision they’ve made with your guidance, was absolutely, 100%
the right choice.
CHARACTER
During conversations like these, trust is automatically established,
because you revealed character. Character, as presented in this
context, is threefold:
1. C
 haracter of the destination - What is the biggest appeal of the
place? What is its identity, personality and qualities? Its sense of
place - the meanings, attachments and emotive bonds people
develop or experience here.
2. C
 haracter of the establishment - The one most suitable for
what the client wants in terms of how they want to stay, and
why? Does it fit in with their lifestyle in terms of health, diet,
sleep, comfort, space, light, simplicity, work?
3. C
 haracter of the advisor - You as the communicator, the
messenger. Why are you the best person to make all this
possible for them?
Because you, as an advisor, cannot control, or have no influence
on the character of the destination or establishment, you have to
capitalise on your own character.
As humans, we are hard-wired to search for reasons to trust
another person, and you can do so rather quickly when showing
moral character as someone who is deeply committed to the
welfare of others. This will help build credibility long before closing
the deal.

IN PRICE, THEY DEMAND TO KNOW
Once upon a time Coco Chanel said, “The best things in life are
free. The second best things are very, very expensive.”
And as Karl Lagerfeld explained about that quote: “It’s a very good
thing when a hotel can attract clients ready to pay $80,000 a night
for a suite, because that provides a living for so many: the workers
who built the artful suite, the architects who designed the hotel,
the artisans who custom-made the beautiful furniture, the staff
who work there. There’s great pride in such work.”

ADVISORS AND MARKETERS ARE TO BE
THE EXPERTS ON THE DESTINATIONS
AND BRANDS THEY REPRESENT. THEY
SHOULD ALSO BE ABLE TO HELP
IDENTIFY WHAT’S LACKING FROM THE
ESTABLISHMENT’S OFFER AND THE
EXTENDED TRAVEL ECOSYSTEM TO
GIVE CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK FOR
FUTURE GROWTH, SUSTAINABILITY
AND LONGEVITY.
explains it. Pathos ignites it. Reputation demands it. Provenance
authorises it.
LUXURY REQUIRES AN EXPERT AND A PIONEER
Advisors and marketers are to be the experts on the destinations
and brands they represent and be confident in their own abilities.
They should also be able to help identify what’s lacking from
the establishment’s offer and the extended travel ecosystem to
give constructive feedback for future growth, sustainability and
longevity.
Although the industry is dominated by traditional brands and
famous names, making inroads into the industry can be achieved
by tapping into the very essence of what makes luxury special – the
personal connection and relationship between a brand and its users.
This personal connection and relationship is discussed in detail in
the LUXURY DNA: A Gold Standard For Luxury Brands, compiled
and edited by luxury brand consultant Rizél De’Lano. People who
regularly buy luxury items or services are smart and sophisticated.
They are connoisseurs. They demand seniority, experience and
expert knowledge about everything. You should know it too.
Knowing about the luxury industry and how to serve luxury
customers best – are vital to your success. The manual helps to be
elegant, well-trained, and intelligent when interacting with luxury
customers who may become lifelong supporters, simply because
you seem authoritative and know what you’re talking about. n

ILTM AFRICA SPECIAL OFFER
In the Luxury DNA you can learn how to
persuade, inspire, and ignite the imagination
and dreams of every luxury consumer,
because these are irreplaceable skills to
ensure your longevity in the industry.
ILTM Africa has partnered with De’Lano.for a
special atteendee rate of R200. Scan the
QR to get your copy.

ABOUT RIZÉL DE’LANO

Price is mostly discussed much further down the line, because
by then, it’s far easier to explain why the trip commands such a
high price, and how it’s in equal proportion to their dreams and
aspirations.

Rizél De’Lano is a consultant within the luxury
industry across all segments – specialising
in corporate, business and individual brand
communications: marketing, advertising, public
relations, direct sales and content development.

Again, how you communicate the value of price equaling the value
of the offering will be essential. Because: Logic requires it. Ethos
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